To Accelerate the Edge, Rethink the Core

After talking to our customers, we completely rethought our approach to the challenges of supporting a mobile workforce. We quickly realized that no new simple technology upgrade was enough. Our customers needed something more comprehensive and dynamic—a mobile platform that is:

- Secure, with fast access
  On the fields, “Alipay by barcode” or a simple on-off switch.

- Optimized—and future-proof
  Productivity and reliability, even as technology changes.

- Forward-compatible
  And future-proof for extended TCO.

A new unified, dynamic platform helps companies overcome complexity to build, manage, and deploy mobile solutions across the enterprise—faster, with less risk and at lower cost.

### Mobility Edge

Introducing Mobility Edge

Mobility Edge helps companies overcome complexity to build, manage, and deploy mobile solutions across the enterprise faster, with less risk and at lower cost.

#### Forward-Compatible & Future-Proof

For extended TCO.

#### Designed for Rapid and Easy App Development, Testing, Provisioning, and Deployment Management

#### Common for All Form Factors

#### Standardized on Android™

#### Optimized—Productivity and Reliability

#### Secure, with Fast Access

#### Forward-Compatible

#### Extend Lifecycle

For greater efficiency and worker productivity. Powerful embedded tools help systems capture data faster and communicate easily and securely.

#### Optimize Performance

For more productivity and efficiency of mobile workers.

#### Accelerate Deployments

With Mobility Edge, you can drive device performance for greater efficiency and worker productivity. Powerful, embedded tools help workers capture data faster and communicate easily and securely.

#### Get Started with Mobility Edge

Take the next step toward bringing simplicity to your mobile deployments. Arrange for a no-cost session with the Honeywell team.

---

**Mobility Edge**

A New Unified, Dynamic Platform from Honeywell

Mobility Edge helps companies overcome complexity to build, manage, and deploy mobile solutions across the enterprise—faster, with less risk and at lower cost.

#### REDUCE COMPLEXITY. REGAIN YOUR EDGE.

Introducing Mobility Edge

As seen in the 10 Key Challenges of Enterprise Mobility, Honeywell’s customer research revealed that our customers need a better, easier way to deploy and manage their mobile solutions.

How can we help them solve this challenge? By taking a completely new approach to enterprise mobility.
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**Standardized on Android™**

**Common for all form factors**

**Designed for rapid and easy app development, testing, provisioning, and deployment management**

---

**Secure, with fast access**

**Optimized—Productivity and reliability**

**Forward-compatible**

---

**Extend Lifecycle**

For greater efficiency and worker productivity. Powerful, embedded tools help workers capture data faster and communicate easily and securely.

**Optimize Performance**

For more productivity and efficiency of mobile workers.

**Accelerate Deployments**

With Mobility Edge, you can drive device performance for greater efficiency and worker productivity. Powerful, embedded tools help workers capture data faster and communicate easily and securely.
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**INTRODUCING MOBILITY EDGE**

A New Unified, Dynamic Platform from Honeywell

Mobility Edge helps companies overcome complexity to build, manage, and deploy mobile solutions across the enterprise—faster, with less risk and at lower cost.
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**To Accelerate the Edge, Rethink the Core**
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**Get Started with Mobility Edge**

Take the next step toward bringing simplicity to your mobile deployments. Arrange for a no-cost session with the Honeywell team.